Abstract: This paper examines the recent significant ruling of the Court of Appeal on jurisdiction to adjudicate upon a claim for damages for the tort/delict of inducing breach of an English exclusive choice of court agreement against a claimant's legal advisers. The determination of the issue of jurisdiction hinges on whether England is the place where the economic loss occurred pursuant to Article 5(3) of the Brussels I Regulation. It will be argued that the CJEU authorities on allocation of jurisdiction in tort/delict claims lend support to the conclusion that Germany was the place where the 'harmful event' occurred and the damage was also suffered in Germany. Therefore, it is 
that in some instances, it may make commercial sense to extend the scope of the recovery beyond the parties privy to the jurisdiction agreement.5 F 5 Potential third parties may include the directors and senior management of the company, the legal advisers of the company, another company within the group of companies or even a competitor company. However, in order to sue a third party, the English courts must have jurisdiction over the matter and a specific cause of action must lie against the third party under the applicable law of the particular legal relationship.
Where an exclusive choice of court agreement is binding between A and B and a third party, C, who is in practical control of B, has directed B to breach the agreement, the English courts have accepted that anti-suit injunctions or claims for damages, could be founded on the tort of inducing breach of contract.6 ' (2011) Ltd suffered loss predominantly in Germany.1 5F 15 The court rejected an argument that the harm suffered was the loss of the benefit promised to the claimant -that they would only be sued in England. The harm was the commencement of proceedings in Germany and the damage suffered was the cost and expense caused by the litigation, which was suffered in Germany. 40 The English courts, in the litigation that followed the CJEU's West Tankers ruling, appear to be very reluctant to refer matters to the CJEU for a preliminary ruling. It seems that the negative perception of the CJEU's triumvirate of decisions in West Tankers, Turner, and Gasser may have a part to play in this reluctance to refer matters for a preliminary reference. Moreover, the English courts may wish to continue to rely on alternatives to anti-suit injunctions regardless of their potential incompatibility with the CJEU's interpretation of the Brussels 190-191. 
